


los-documentos.orges una plataforma en línea que recopila, describe, presenta y
genera documentos de todo tipo. Documenta documentos.

Tu recorrido por la colección pasa por Consolations, It's
Pouring, Block, Está lloviendo, Gatun Locks, Dust, 12M m3 [1/8]
Rapid Snowmelt, Está lloviendo, Album, Anraum, Mammoth
Tree and the Golden Spurs, La historia de la energía de un
fumador, Adhesivo, Accidente (2), Crash (1), The first light of day

16.10.2022



¿Qué constituye un 'documento' y cómo funciona?

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the etymological
origin is the Latin ‘documentum’, meaning ‘lesson, proof,
instance, specimen’. As a verb, it is ‘to prove or support
(something) by documentary evidence’, and ‘to provide with
documents’. The online version of the OED includes a draft
addition, whereby a document (as a noun) is ‘a collection of data
in digital form that is considered a single item and typically has
a unique filename by which it can be stored, retrieved, or
transmitted (as a file, a spreadsheet, or a graphic)’. The current
use of the noun ‘document’ is defined as ‘something written,
inscribed, etc., which furnishes evidence or information
upon any subject, as a manuscript, title-deed, tomb-stone, coin,
picture, etc.’ (emphasis added).

Both ‘something’ and that first ‘etc.’ leave ample room for
discussion. A document doubts whether it functions as
something unique, or as something reproducible. A passport
is a document, but a flyer equally so. Moreover, there is a
circular reasoning: to document is ‘to provide with
documents’. Defining (the functioning of) a document most
likely involves ideas of communication, information, evidence,
inscriptions, and implies notions of objectivity and neutrality –
but the document is neither reducible to one of them, nor is it
equal to their sum. It is hard to pinpoint it, as it disperses
into and is affected by other fields: it is intrinsically tied to the
history of media and to important currents in literature, photo
graphy and art; it is linked to epistemic and power structures.
However ubiquitous it is, as an often tangible thing in our
environment, and as a concept, a document deranges.



the-documents.org continuously gathers documents and
provides them with a short textual description, explanation,
or digression, written by multiple authors. In 
Lisa Gitelman paraphrases ‘documentalist’ Suzanne Briet,
stating that ‘an antelope running wild would not be a
document, but an antelope taken into a zoo would be
one, presumably because it would then be framed – or
reframed – as an example, specimen, or instance’.
The gathered files are all documents – if they weren’t before
publication, they now are. That is what the-documents.org,
irreversibly, does. It is a zoo turning an antelope into
an ‘antelope’.

Paper Knowledge,

As you made your way through the collection,
the-documents.org tracked the entries you viewed.
It documented your path through the website.
As such, the time spent on the-documents.org turned
into this – a new document.

This document was compiled by ____ on 16.10.2022 16:54,
printed on ____ and contains 16 documents on 34 pages.
(https://the-documents.org/log/16-10-2022-4806/)

the-documents.org is a project created and edited
by De Cleene De Cleene; design & development by
atelier Haegeman Temmerman.

the-documents.org has been online since 23.05.2021.

Notes

De Cleene De Cleene is Michiel De Cleene and Arnout De Cleene.
Together they form a research group that focusses on novel ways of
approaching the everyday, by artistic means and from a cultural and critical
perspective.
www.decleenedecleene.be / info@decleenedecleene.be

•

This project was made possible with the support of the Flemish
Government and KASK & Conservatorium, the school of arts of HOGENT
and Howest. It is part of the research project Documenting Objects,
financed by the HOGENT Arts Research Fund.

•

Sources

Briet, S. Qu’est-ce que la documentation? Paris: Edit, 1951. •
Gitelman, L. Paper Knowledge. Toward a Media History of Documents.
Durham/ London: Duke University Press, 2014.

•

Oxford English Dictionary Online. Accessed on 13.05.2021.•



Notes

David Depestel hesitates in trying to make something of himself; a
character, a profession, a fixed mode of being, are for him concepts that
already shadow forth the outlines of the skeleton, which is all that will be
left of him in the end.

•

the-documents.orgIn the philosophy aisle of the largest used and
remaindered book shop in the city — which is a
regular stop on my lunchbreak walks to escape the
dreariness of my office job — that particular day a
set of books caught my eye. They were four copies
of the same edition of a title I had never had any
inclination to read. It was the near-uniformity of the
four books that made them stand out. Upon closer
inspection, there were two more copies of two other
editions of the book on the shelf.

It was immediately apparent to me that only three
minor moves were required to bring the six copies
together on the shelf, and to arrange the four copies
of the same edition so that the level of sun fading of
their spines would make their lettering form a white
to dark pink gradient. I could think of no shade of
the letters that would tastefully match the very light
blue of the rest of the spine, which had remained
relatively uniform across the four copies.

After having moved the books, I took a photograph
of them with the camera in my smartphone.

It occurred to me only afterwards that while
handling the books I had not leafed through them.

Some days later, going through my photo folder, I
came across the picture I had taken to document my
somewhat neurotic but oddly satisfying action and
noticed that the camera had been in square mode
and that the photo was blurry. I have not yet gone
back to take a better picture.



the-documents.org Consolations

type

image

date

14.10.2022

filename

Comfort 1.HEIC

size

777 KB

author

David Depestel

category

book, interference, literature, mistake, replica/copy, technology

11:49:58



Notes

In 2000, 2006 and 2017 the twenty-sixth of December was a Tuesday.
(Earlier years are improbable, since the Euro was not introduced yet.)

Sources

Claus, H. De Metsiers. Amsterdam: Uitgeverij De Bezige Bij, 1978.

the-documents.orgIn his debut novel ‘De Metsiers’ Hugo Claus
employs a multiple narrative perspective. In the
copy I picked up in a thrift store, there’s a
bookmarker between pages 44 and 45 where the
perspective shifts from Ana to Jim Braddok. It’s
pouring. The pink piece of paper lists 9 sessions at a
driving school. There’s a total of 20 hours, taught
alternately by Johan and Guy.



the-documents.org It’s Pouring

type

scan

date

09.06.2021

filename

metsiers.jpg

size

11,61 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

automobile, book, card, literature, precipitation

11:50:49



Notes

First published in A+ Architecture in Belgium, A+ 279, Schools (August,
September 2019), https://www.a-plus.be/nl/tijdschrift/schools

the-documents.org‘The masons in training pour a concrete slab and
build four walls upon it in a stretcher bond. Then
the block comes to our department and the students
in the course Electrical installer (residential) can
grind channels and drill cavities in it.’
[…]
‘It’s not always a success from the outset, but they
learn quickly.’
[…]
‘Never grind horizontally, always vertically.
Diagonally if there is no other way.’
[…]
‘Two fingers wide.’
[…]
‘After this it goes to the sanitary department. After
the bell drilling, the demolition hammer follows and
the masons make us a new block.’

Competentiecentrum VDAB, Wondelgem,
July 2019.



the-documents.org Block

type

photograph

date

04.05.2021

filename

_44a7269.jpg

size

27,17MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

architecture, brick, fissure, house, mistake, parking

11:50:55



Notes

In 2000, 2006 and 2017 the twenty-sixth of December was a Tuesday.
(Earlier years are improbable, since the Euro was not introduced yet.)

Sources

Claus, H. De Metsiers. Amsterdam: Uitgeverij De Bezige Bij, 1978.

the-documents.orgIn his debut novel ‘De Metsiers’ Hugo Claus
employs a multiple narrative perspective. In the
copy I picked up in a thrift store, there’s a
bookmarker between pages 44 and 45 where the
perspective shifts from Ana to Jim Braddok. It’s
pouring. The pink piece of paper lists 9 sessions at a
driving school. There’s a total of 20 hours, taught
alternately by Johan and Guy.



the-documents.org It’s Pouring

type

scan

date

09.06.2021

filename

metsiers.jpg

size

11,61 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

automobile, book, card, literature, precipitation

11:50:59



Notes

First published in: De Cleene, M. Reference Guide. Amsterdam: Roma
Publications, 2019

Sources

Webcam Gatun Locks, Panama Canal, http://www.pancanal.com

the-documents.orgOn March 23th 2015, a high pressure system above
Panama Bay blew strong winds landwards. At the
Gatun locks, one of the webcams overlooking the
Canal neglected the traffic and briefly captured its
own images. The ship’s presumed passage through
the Gatun locks wasn’t recorded by this camera and
the AIS-transponder did not save any data of the
ship’s transit from the Pacific to the Atlantic side of
the canal: the Authenticity managed to swap oceans
undetected.

On February 16th 2016, the transponder still signals
the ship near the port of Bahia Las Minas. The
current is calm, the ship has been practically
immobile for a year.



the-documents.org Gatun Locks

type

video

date

10.05.2021

filename

gatun-cam3.mp4

size

53,16MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

animal, data storage, economy, encyclopaedia, interference, landscape, precipitation, Reference Guide, sea, technology

11:51:04



the-documents.orgTen years ago, in November, I drove up to Frisia –
the northernmost province of The Netherlands. I
was there to document the remains of air
watchtowers: a network of 276 towers that were
built in the fifties and sixties to warn the troops and
population of possible aerial danger coming from
the Soviet Union. It was very windy. The camera
shook heavily. The poplars surrounding the
concrete tower leaned heavily to one side.

I drove up to the seaside, a few kilometers farther.
The wind was still strong when I reached the grassy
dike that overlooked the kite-filled beach. I exposed
the last piece of film left on the roll. Strong gusts of
wind blew landwards.

Months later I didn’t bother to blow off the dust that
had settled on the film before scanning it. A
photograph without use, with low resolution, made
for the sake of the archive’s completeness. 

The dust on the film appears to be carried
landwards, by the same gust of wind lifting the kites.



the-documents.org Dust

type

photograph

date

06.09.2021

filename

LWT-Oudemirdum0002.tif

size

28,17 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

architecture, archive, data storage, landscape, sea, wind

11:51:11



the-documents.orgDecember, 1947. Rapid snowmelt coincides with
torrential precipitation. At the bottom of the Thur
valley, in Wildenstein, the water gathers.



the-documents.org 12M m3 [1/8] Rapid Snowmelt

type

photograph

date

29.11.2021

filename

IMG_0504b.jpg

size

8,68 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

landscape, precipitation

11:51:18



Notes

In 2000, 2006 and 2017 the twenty-sixth of December was a Tuesday.
(Earlier years are improbable, since the Euro was not introduced yet.)

Sources

Claus, H. De Metsiers. Amsterdam: Uitgeverij De Bezige Bij, 1978.

the-documents.orgIn his debut novel ‘De Metsiers’ Hugo Claus
employs a multiple narrative perspective. In the
copy I picked up in a thrift store, there’s a
bookmarker between pages 44 and 45 where the
perspective shifts from Ana to Jim Braddok. It’s
pouring. The pink piece of paper lists 9 sessions at a
driving school. There’s a total of 20 hours, taught
alternately by Johan and Guy.



the-documents.org It’s Pouring

type

scan

date

09.06.2021

filename

metsiers.jpg

size

11,61 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

automobile, book, card, literature, precipitation

11:51:52



the-documents.orgAt the State Archive in Kortrijk, I am leafing
through a 1955 photo album of the construction of
the provisional church in Lokeren by the famous
furniture company Kunstwerkstede De Coene.
Gigantic wooden, prefabricated beams structure
the building. It is cold. An old man in a grey suit
shuffles between the racks to look up the date of
birth of his great great grandmother. Snow covers
the unfinished provisional roof. A bus passes,
I reckon, through the pouring rain.



the-documents.org Album

type

audio

date

22.12.2020

filename

VP100184.MP3

size

1,8MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

archive, architecture, book, data storage, De Coene, precipitation

11:53:01



the-documents.orgDuring the one day course Safety and Avalanches,
teacher G.T. shows pictures of different
manifestations of snow and ice. If one learns to read
them, one can deduce the wind direction when
hiking or skiing in mountainous terrain.
Wind direction is crucial for assessing the stability
of the snow. G.T.’s examples are of Austrian origin.
He speaks about ‘Anraum’: displaced snow can get
stacked horizontally against an object, such as a tree
or a cross. The snow ‘grows and builds into the
wind’. Counter-intuitively, the snow points to the
side the wind is coming from. One can expect
dangerous terrain in the direction of the ‘unbuilt’
side of the object.



the-documents.org Anraum

type

photograph

date

14.02.2021

filename

810px-

Raureif_im_Bayerischen_Wald.JPG

size

262KB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

manual, mistake, precipitation, tree, wind, sign

11:53:10



Notes

On closer inspection the slice seems to consist of two halves that were
put together like a jigsaw puzzle. The resulting gap is skilfully patched
with what appears to be wood from the same species – possibly even the
same mammoth tree.

the-documents.orgBetween the rhinos and the kangaroos in the
Antwerp Zoo a wooden footpath curves through a
grove of Sequoiadendron Giganteum trees. In the
middle of this Californian forest, visitors find the
giant slice of a felled tree of the same species. It
was brought to the zoo in 1962 and was approxi
mately 650 years old at the time. Eleven labels point
out significant moments in history on the tree’s
growth rings. They range from zoo- and zoology-
related moments (for instance: ‘1901: The Okapi is
described as a species’, or ‘1843: Foundation of the
RZSA and opening of the Zoo’, or ‘1859: Darwin
publishes The Origin of Species’, etc.), to cultural
and historical milestones (‘1555: Plantijn starts
publishing books in Antwerp’, or ‘1640: Rubens
(baroque painter) dies’, or ‘1492: Columbus in
America’). Another label points to the last growth
ring and reads: ‘1962: this tree is felled and this
tree disc is installed at the Zoo.’

The label pointing to the centre of the tree implies
a simultaneity between the tree’s first growth year
and the Battle of the Golden Spurs in 1302.



the-documents.org Mammoth Tree and the Golden Spurs

type

photograph

date

15.05.2021

filename

IMG_6958.HEIC

size

1,9MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

animal, book, botany, card, tree

11:53:17



Notes

The scene shows a man standing at a desk, sticking out his hand to an
officer in a window that reads, in mirror writing: Customs.

1

On eBay a complete series is advertised (15 EUR), with a lo-res picture
of the whole collection, including the five bands missing in my
grandfather’s collection. The information on the back, however, is not
given. It leads to a highly speculative history of energy. 

2

A man in a gown watching a T-shaped object.•
A child in a cellar, sitting on a stool at a table with gray objects.•
A soldier kneeling beside a child, in front of a train, and in front of a boat.•
A low table with a giant cartwheel of sorts and a box.•
A vertical object with what seems to be a bell on top.•

the-documents.orgA mostly empty book designed to collect cigar
bands. The bands are glued to the paper at their left
side, so the information on the backside, explaining
the image and referring to the series it belongs to
and the number of different labels the series
contains, can be looked up. The book has complete
and incomplete series on Christopher Columbus
(complete), tanks (incomplete), the origins of
civilization (complete), Ancient cultures
(incomplete), fashion (complete), South-American
sculptures (complete), Ancient columns
(incomplete), Nobel Prize Winners (incomplete), an
unclarified series of seven men, most of whom are
‘prof.’ or ‘dr.’(complete / incomplete), design plates
(incomplete), famous Belgians (complete /
incomplete), statesmen (incomplete) and football
players (incomplete). The first page in the book is
used to present two series. The left column presents
the Egyptian dynasty (incomplete). The middle and
right column present a series of bands by the brand
Jubilé on the history of energy in telling scenes and
pieces of machinery. 

Series: Energy

Middle column, top to bottom: 

The writing telegraph. Hughes•
Experiment with a sulphur globe. William
Gilbert

•

Primitive telephone. Philipp Reis•
Wireless telegraph.  Guglielo [sic] Marconi• 1

The arc of Volta. Sir Humphry Davy•
Fire in the wagon. Thomas Alva Edison•
Experiments with lightning. Benjamin Franklin•
Cathode for creating X-Rays. Wilhelm Röntgen•
Rotating magnetic field. Galileo Ferraris•

Right column, top to bottom:

Electric discharge. William Watt•
Magnetic telephone. Antonio Meucci•
Muscels reacting to electricity. Luigi Galvani•
Voltaic pile. Alessandro Volta•
Oscillating circuit. Guglielo [sic] Marconi•
Development of the telephone. Graham Bell•
Telephone, beginning of the 20th century•
Next to his wireless telegraph. Guglielo [sic]
Marconi

•

Invention of the incandescent light bulb.
Thomas Alva Edison

•

Morse’s telegraph. Samuel Morse•

The series is incomplete.2

A mostly empty book designed to collect cigar
bands. The bands are glued to the paper at their left
side, so the information on the backside, explaining
the image and referring to the series it belongs to
and the number of different labels the series
contains, can be looked up. The book has complete
and incomplete series on Christopher Columbus
(complete), tanks (incomplete), the origins of
civilization (complete), Ancient cultures
(incomplete), fashion (complete), South-American
sculptures (complete), Ancient columns
(incomplete), Nobel Prize Winners (incomplete), an
unclarified series of seven men, most of whom are
‘prof.’ or ‘dr.’(complete / incomplete), design plates
(incomplete), famous Belgians (complete /
incomplete), statesmen (incomplete) and football
players (incomplete). The first page in the book is
used to present two series. The left column presents
the Egyptian dynasty (incomplete). The middle and
right column present a series of bands by the brand
Jubilé on the history of energy in telling scenes and
pieces of machinery. 

Series: Energy

Middle column, top to bottom: 

The writing telegraph. Hughes•
Experiment with a sulphur globe. William
Gilbert

•

Primitive telephone. Philipp Reis•
Wireless telegraph.  Guglielo [sic] Marconi• 1

The arc of Volta. Sir Humphry Davy•
Fire in the wagon. Thomas Alva Edison•
Experiments with lightning. Benjamin Franklin•
Cathode for creating X-Rays. Wilhelm Röntgen•
Rotating magnetic field. Galileo Ferraris•

Right column, top to bottom:

Electric discharge. William Watt•
Magnetic telephone. Antonio Meucci•
Muscels reacting to electricity. Luigi Galvani•
Voltaic pile. Alessandro Volta•
Oscillating circuit. Guglielo [sic] Marconi•
Development of the telephone. Graham Bell•
Telephone, beginning of the 20th century•
Next to his wireless telegraph. Guglielo [sic]
Marconi

•

Invention of the incandescent light bulb.
Thomas Alva Edison

•

Morse’s telegraph. Samuel Morse•

The series is incomplete.2



the-documents.org A smoker’s history of energy

type

scan

date

18.08.2021

filename

Document_2021-07-23_160752.jpg

size

10MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

collecting, physics, technology

11:53:24



the-documents.orgThe Bahrain Formula 1 Grand Prix takes place
every year since the track’s inauguration in 2004 –
except for 2011 when the race was cancelled due to
protests in the wake of the Arab Spring. To prevent
sand from covering the track and entering the air-
ducts and engines, the sand near the track is sprayed
with an adhesive to keep it from blowing around.

The cloud of sand in the picture (made near Avenue
61 on an artificial island close to Seef) was made by
kicking it into the frame while M.R. and M.D.C.
had to stop and wait for a truck that was being
towed after the driver lost control over the vehicle
and flipped it onto its side. Days earlier M.D.C. had
tried to make a photograph of the F1-track, but
couldn’t get close enough to make a decent picture.



the-documents.org Adhesive

type

photograph

date

18.12.2020

filename

_44A7884.dng

size

58,4MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

automobile, Bahrain, crash, drought, sand, trompe l'oeil

11:53:32



Notes

Photograph taken and recovered from my trash bin on 18.12.2020.

the-documents.orgNear Avenue 61 on an artificial island close to Seef,
a truck is being towed after the driver lost control
over the vehicle and flipped it onto its side. A warm
wind blows in from the Persian Gulf.

A police officer signals us to come closer. ‘Why are
you taking pictures?’ he asks. ‘This is just an
accident. You have to delete the pictures from your
phone. Now.’ After checking the pictures-folder on
our phones, he gets in his car, drives a few metres,
stops the car and rolls down his window. ‘And don’t
do it again!’ he yells. Then he drives off, raising a
cloud of sand in his wake.



the-documents.org Crash (2)

type

photograph

date

08.05.2021

filename

IMG_5071.jpeg

size

2,71MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

Bahrain, crash, data storage, drought, government, interference, mistake, parking, sand, technology

11:53:40



the-documents.orgIn June, 2014, a severe hailstorm hit Belgium.
Warnings were broadcast. A football game between
the national teams of Belgium and Tunisia was
paused. The morning after, there were small dents
in the hood and the roof of the car, each a square
centimeter in size, some 10 centimeters separated
from each other. The storm didn’t get a name.

Assessing the damage, the insurance company’s
expert took the dents into account to establish the
wreck’s worth.



the-documents.org Crash (1)

type

photograph

date

16.10.2020

filename

IMG_2236.JPG

size

2,8MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

automobile, crash, precipitation, insurance

11:53:58



the-documents.orgA year ago, mid-August, just before sunrise, the
mostly unlit office buildings line the road that leads
to the underground parking. I turn off the ignition.
I’m in F36. The walls are painted pink. Looking for
the exit, I take the escalator and get stuck in an
empty shopping mall. The music is playing but all
the shops are closed off with steel shutters. So are
the exits. I’m out of place. In keeping early
customers out, the mall is keeping haphazard
visitors in. I’m back in the parking lot. The elevator
is broken. I take the stairs and walk by a homeless
man, sleeping. There’s shit on the floor. I open the
door that leads out of the stairwell. It slams shut
behind me. There’s no doorknob. I find myself on a
dark floor between mall and parking lot. People are
sleeping; some are awake. Heads turn toward me. I
start walking slightly uphill towards where I think I
might find an exit, or an entrance. The scale of the
architecture has shifted from car (F36) and
customer (the closed mall) to truck. I find myself
amidst the supply-chain. It takes five minutes,
maybe fifteen, maybe more to get out and see the
office buildings towering over me in the first light
of day.



the-documents.org The first light of day

type

photograph

date

15.10.2021

filename

_44A4965.dng

size

52 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

angst, architecture, automobile, economy, map/plan, mistake, music, parking

11:54:06




